Lamin A/C sustains PcG protein architecture, maintaining transcriptional repression at target genes
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Beyond its role in providing structure to the nuclear envelope, lamin A/C is involved in transcriptional regulation. However, its cross talk with epigenetic factors—and how this cross talk influences physiological processes—is still unexplored. Key epigenetic regulators of development and differentiation are the Polycomb group (PcG) of proteins, organized in the nucleus as microscopically visible foci. Here, we show that lamin A/C is evolutionarily required for correct PcG protein nuclear compartmentalization. Confocal microscopy supported by new algorithms for image analysis reveals that lamin A/C knock-down leads to PcG protein foci disassembly and PcG protein dispersion. This causes detachment from chromatin and defects in PcG protein–mediated higher-order structures, thereby leading to impaired PcG protein repressive functions. Using myogenic differentiation as a model, we found that reduced levels of lamin A/C at the onset of differentiation led to an anticipation of the myogenic program because of an alteration of PcG protein–mediated transcriptional repression. Collectively, our results indicate that lamin A/C can modulate transcription through the regulation of PcG protein epigenetic factors.

Introduction

The inner part of the nuclear envelope comprises a complex meshwork of proteins, known as lamins, which form the nuclear lamina (NL; Gruenbaum and Foisner, 2015). In vertebrates, lamin proteins have been divided into A and B types, based on sequence homologies. Whereas B-type lamins are ubiquitously expressed, A-type lamins, such as lamin A and C (hereafter lamin A/C), are developmentally regulated, being absent in the early embryo and expressed in differentiating cells (Stewart and Burke, 1987; Röber et al., 1989), suggesting a role in cell differentiation (Lanzuolo, 2012; Collas et al., 2014). Indeed, beyond providing mechanical support to the nucleus, lamins are involved in the regulation of gene expression at various levels (Shumaker et al., 2006; Scaffidi and Misteli, 2008; Méjat et al., 2009; Lund et al., 2013; McCord et al., 2013). The role of lamin A/C in skeletal myogenesis is suggested by evidence showing that mutations in LMNA cause inherited muscle disorders (Zaremba-Czogalla et al., 2011). Although several studies suggest a direct connection between lamin A/C integrity and the transcriptional activity of muscle genes (Favreau et al., 2004; Frock et al., 2006; Cohen et al., 2013; Solovei et al., 2013; Oldenburg et al., 2014), the epigenetic mechanism underlying lamin A/C function during muscle differentiation remains unclear.

The Polycomb group (PcG) of proteins are epigenetic repressors that control a large number of target genes during differentiation (Lanzuolo and Orlando, 2012). The best-characterized PcG protein complexes are Polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1) and PRC2. In the nucleus, PcG proteins form microscopically visible foci (Cmaroko et al., 2003), and high-throughput data together with microscopy analysis have revealed specific organization of their targets in chromatin loops...
Results

Lamin A/C restraints activation of the myogenic program in proliferating myoblasts

As already reported, PcG proteins bind muscle-specific gene promoters in myoblasts (MBs) to prevent premature differentiation (Caretti et al., 2004). During myogenic differentiation (Fig. S1 A), total levels of Bmi1 and Ezh2 proteins, belonging to PRC1 and PRC2 complexes, decrease (Fig. S1 B; Caretti et al., 2004), and PcG protein binding is lost at muscle-specific loci, resulting in appropriate muscle gene expression. Enforced reduction of Ezh2 levels by RNAi causes anticipated muscle differentiation in vitro whereas conditional ablation of Ezh2 in muscle stem (satellite) cells leads to reduced muscle mass (Juan et al., 2011; Woodhouse et al., 2013), resembling the phenotype described for Lamin A/C–null mice (Cohen et al., 2013). To unravel the functional relationship between lamin A/C and PcG proteins, depletion experiments using siRNA against Lamin A/C, Ezh2, or both were performed (Fig. S1 A). To follow muscle differentiation in vitro, we measured the fusion index of confluent MBs and myotubes (MTs) at 1 or 2 d after differentiation (MT1 and MT2, respectively; Fig. 1 A). We confirmed premature muscle differentiation in Ezh2-depleted cells. In parallel, we found higher numbers of differentiating cells in both MBs and MT1 upon lamin A/C down-regulation, suggesting anticipation in muscle differentiation. A cumulative effect was not observed after double lamin A/C–Ezh2 depletion (Fig. 1 A). In contrast, after 48 h in differentiating conditions (MT2), Ezh2-depleted cells showed a higher number of myosin heavy chain (MyHC)–positive nuclei, but the fusion index of cells transfected with control or lamin A/C siRNA was comparable (Fig. 1 A, right). We reasoned that this could depend either on a block of differentiation of lamin A/C–depleted MT2 or on the presence of a mixed population of proliferating and differentiating cells.

To discriminate between these two hypotheses, we monitored other parameters of differentiation progression: the length and thickness of MTs and the number of nuclei per fiber. Lamin A/C–depleted MT1 and MT2 were found to be longer and to have a higher number of nuclei per fiber (Fig. S1, C and D), indicating that muscle differentiation proceeded for those cells that started prematurely to fuse. To verify the presence of a proliferating population, we performed a pulse-labeling BrdU assay (Fig. S1 E). As expected, the number of BrdU–positive cells dropped at the onset of muscle differentiation, as cells exited the cell cycle and started to fuse. However, in Lamin A/C knock-down (KD) cells, the number of BrdU–positive cells in MT1 and MT2 was higher than in control-transfected cells, indicating the presence of a proliferating subpopulation of cells. Moreover, lamin A/C–depleted MT1 and MT2 showed comparable rates of BrdU incorporation, suggesting that the proliferating population did not start to differentiate. Collectively, these results reveal that reduction of lamin A/C generates two distinct cell phenotypes: one subpopulation of cells undergoing premature differentiation, and the other failing to exit the cell cycle, thus compromising its differentiation potential. We confirmed our findings on primary muscle satellite cells isolated from single myofibers of C57BL6 mice (Fig. S1, F and G). To check if lamin A/C function on muscle differentiation was evolutionarily conserved, lamin A/C depletion was also performed in primary human muscle cells (Fig. S1 H). As for mouse cells, a higher number of myosin heavy chain 2– and BrdU–positive cells were found in human MBs treated with lamin A/C siRNA (Fig. S1 I).

In line with myoblast analysis, transcriptional and Western blot analysis of PcG protein–controlled genes involved in early (myogenin, MyoG) or late (muscle creatine kinase [MCK] and MyHC) steps of myogenesis revealed higher levels of transcripts at the onset of differentiation in either Lamin A/C or Ezh2 KD (Fig. 1, B and C), without any influence on cell mortality and proliferation (Fig. S2 A). Double Ezh2–Lamin A/C depletion did not lead to a cumulative increase of myogenic markers relative to the single Ezh2 and Lamin A/C depletions (Fig. 1 B), as already indicated by MyHC staining (Fig. 1 A), suggesting a common role of the two proteins in the PcG protein repression of target genes. Interestingly, Desmin, a gene specific for PcG protein–independent muscles, did not change its expression (Fig. S2 B), and not all PcG protein–regulated genes were found to be altered after Lamin A/C depletion (e.g., NeuroG1 and HOXD9), indicating that the perturbation of lamin A/C levels specifically influenced transcription of genes specific for PcG protein–regulated muscles. We also found in Lamin A/C–depleted cells aberrant up-regulation of Pax7 (Fig. S2 B), a PcG protein target normally required for MB proliferation, that could explain the presence of proliferating cells unable to enter muscle differentiation (Fig. S1 E; Relaix et al., 2004; Collins et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2006; Palacios et al., 2010). To further support the notion that lamin A/C affects the transcription level of muscle-specific genes in myogenesis, we perturbed Lamin A/C in both primary mouse satellite cells and primary human muscle cells, finding an increase of muscle-specific transcripts (including Pax7) in Lamin A/C–depleted cells before induction of the differentiation program (Fig. S2, C and D, respectively). Of note, Lamin A/C depletion is maintained during differentiation in human primary MBs (Fig. S2 D), as also indicated by the increased expression of myogenic genes in Lamin A/C–depleted MTs.

Interestingly, overexpression of human lamin A in C2C12 cells induced an overrepression of muscle genes (Fig. S2 E), mirroring the effect induced by Lamin A/C depletion and partially recovering the premature muscle differentiation because of endogenous Lamin A/C KD, ruling out that the observed phenotypes were caused by siRNA off-targets. Importantly, Ezh2 and Bmi1 protein levels were unaffected by Lamin A/C KD in MBs (Fig. S2 F), ruling out the possibility that the lamin-dependent phenotype was caused by lower intracellular levels of PcG proteins. Previous studies on C2C12 cells showed an opposite role of PRC1 and PRC2 complexes in muscle differentiation (Asp et al., 2011), describing aberrant differentiation after...
depletion of Bmi1, a component of the PRC1 complex. We performed Bmi1 depletion experiments, analyzing the onset of myogenesis. As found with Ezh2 KD, we observed anticipated muscle differentiation upon Bmi1 KD that was not enhanced by double Bmi1–Lamin A/C KD (Fig. S2 G), suggesting that PRC1 and PRC2 complexes share cross talk with lamin A/C and perform common functions at the onset of myogenesis. Finally, to rule out the possibility that the observed phenotype could be a result of broad alterations of NL, we depleted Lamin B, one of the major components of the NL; transcriptional analysis confirmed anticipated muscle gene expression exclusively in Lamin A/C KD cells (Fig. S2 H).

Lamin A/C and Ezh2 coregulate muscle-specific genes
We reasoned that if lamin A/C cooperates functionally with Ezh2 at the onset of muscle differentiation, they should regulate a common set of target genes. To test this hypothesis, we

Figure 1. Lamin A/C depletion leads to an anticipation of muscle differentiation in mouse C2C12 cells. (A, left) Representative images of immunostaining (green: Alexa Fluor 488) for sarcomeric myosin (MyHC) of C2C12 cells transfected with indicated siRNAs. Cells were analyzed as MBs or MTs at MT1 or MT2. Bar, 20 µm. (right) Fusion index is calculated as a percentage of nuclei contained in myosin-positive cells with respect to the total number of nuclei. n > 5,859 from three independent experiments. (B) Quantification by real-time PCR of transcript levels relative to GAPDH in C2C12 cells transfected with indicated siRNAs. Data points represent the mean of 10 independent experiments. (C) Western blot of total protein extracts hybridized with indicated antibodies in cells transfected with siRNAs as indicated in A. β-Actin was used as loading control. Numbers indicate quantification of protein bands normalized to β-actin and relative to MB control. Data shown are from a single representative experiment of two repeats. Two-tailed t test was applied for statistical analysis. SEM is indicated. Statistically relevant differences (α = 0.05): *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001.
performed RNA sequencing in C2C12 cells knocked down for Lamin A/C, Ezh2, or both. Strikingly, transcriptome analysis revealed that among 2,440 genes up-regulated upon Lamin A/C depletion, >50% were similarly affected by Ezh2 depletion (Fig. 2 A and Tables S1 and S2); the majority of them were also confirmed to be up-regulated in double Lamin A/C–Ezh2 KD (Fig. S3 A and Tables S1 and S2). Gene ontology (GO) analysis of common up-regulated genes indicated a prevalence for subclasses related to muscle development and differentiation (Fig. 2 B). Whereas the transcriptional effects exerted by either lamin A/C or Ezh2 siRNA are similar, the morphology of C2C12 cells is distinct (Fig. 1 A). Lamin A/C–depleted MBs being thinner. To look for possible differential functions, we analyzed the GO of the top 10 categories of genes up-regulated in Lamin A/C KD and not in Ezh2 KD, and vice versa. Indeed, we found that the genes deregulated only in Lamin A/C KD were particularly involved in metabolic processes (Fig. S3 C and Table S3), comprising known players of skeletal muscle atrophy/hypertrophy (i.e., Akt, mTOR, Foxo3; Schiaffino et al., 2013), whereas the GO of genes deregulated only in Ezh2 KD comprised categories such as control of cell differentiation and development (Fig. S3 D and Table S3), in agreement with the role of PcG protein in controlling the expression of developmental regulators (Lee et al., 2006). This analysis suggests that lamin A/C can regulate, independently of PcG proteins, the transcription of a specific subset of genes implicated in the control of muscle mass.

To investigate the mechanism by which lamin A/C represses muscle genes, we performed chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) analysis with lamin A/C (Fig. 2 C and Fig. S3 E), finding that PcG protein target regions are also occupied by lamin A/C. Interestingly, PcG-regulated muscle gene promoters
showed less binding of lamin A/C upon differentiation (Fig. 2 C), in agreement with studies of PcG proteins, suggesting a coordinated action of both lamin A/C and PcG protein in repressing muscle genes. To further analyze lamin A/C–PcG protein interplay, we monitored PcG protein occupancy on their regulative sequences in siRNA-transfected MBs (Fig. 2 D), finding impaired Ezh2 recruitment on its targets upon lamin A/C depletion. Interestingly, the observed decrease in Ezh2 chromatin binding is not sufficient to transcriptionally activate genes not involved in muscle differentiation, such as HoxD9 (Fig. S2 B). Finally, to demonstrate that PcG proteins mediate lamin A/C–dependent repression of muscle genes, we depleted Ezh2 after overexpression of human lamin A in C2C12 cells. We found comparable levels of muscle gene activation in cells treated or not with siRNA against lamin A/C (Fig. 2 E). Thus the overexpression of PcG-regulated muscle genes, observed in the presence of human lamin A (Fig. 2 E), was completely abolished upon Ezh2 KD, suggesting that lamin A/C represses muscle genes through PRC2. In contrast, the overexpression of human Ezh2 in Lamin A/C KD was not sufficient to reduce lamin-dependent premature muscle differentiation (Fig. S3 F), further supporting the idea that the total amount of Ezh2, even at high concentrations, cannot rescue the lamin-dependent phenotype, and that the interplay between lamin A/C and PcG proteins is necessary for correct muscle differentiation.

Nuclear compartmentalization of PcG proteins depends on lamin A/C

We analyzed PcG protein nuclear compartmentalization by performing chromatin fractionation experiments in mouse C2C12 cells (Fig. S3 G). Because these were chromatin-bound complexes, we expected PcG proteins to be released from chromatin by DNase treatment. Surprisingly, Western blot analysis revealed that high amounts of Bmi1 and Ezh2 are tightly associated with the lamin A/C–enriched nuclear matrix (Fig. S3 H) in both MBs and MTs. To investigate if the PcG protein enrichment at the nuclear scaffold was dependent on lamin A/C, depletion experiments were performed in C2C12 cells (Fig. 3 A). Using lamin B as control (Fig. S3 I), we found that PcG protein levels significantly decreased in the S4 fraction of both MBs and MTs (Fig. 3 A), although total amounts of PcG proteins did not change upon Lamin A/C KD (Fig. S2 F). To measure PcG protein target compartmentalization in control and Lamin A/C–depleted cells, we extracted DNA from all the chromatin fractions (S2, S3, and S4). Quantitative PCR (qPCR) analysis, performed on the same DNA quantities, revealed that the distribution of PcG protein and lamin A/C target genes is similarly affected by Lamin A/C depletion (Fig. S3 J). In particular, unlike the Lamin A/C–unbound region (Sun1p0; Fig. S3 E), a significant proportion of Lamin A/C–bound genes, including PcG protein targets, are reduced in the matrix fraction and enriched in the DNase-sensitive fraction (Fig. S3 J), further confirming a specific role of lamin A/C in PcG protein intranuclear compartmentalization. We thus checked, by performing reciprocal coimmunoprecipitation (coIP) experiments, if lamin A/C could interact with PcG proteins (Fig. S3 K). We found that endogenous lamin A/C weakly interacts with members of both PRC1 and PRC2. To confirm the occurrence of an interaction between lamin A/C and PcG proteins, we used a proximity ligation assay (PLA), which permits the detection of transient interactions occurring between two proteins located in close proximity (<30 nm) within the nuclear space of intact cells (Fredriksson et al., 2002). In particular, by using different combinations of antibodies against lamin A, lamin B, Ezh2, and Bmi1 in C2C12 cells, we demonstrated that lamin A, but not lamin B, specifically interacts with PcG proteins in the nucleus (Fig. 3 B). As a positive control, we performed lamin A/B PLA, finding dots at the nuclear periphery where lamin A and B colocalize (Moir et al., 2000).

To further characterize the nature of lamin A–PcG protein interactions within the nuclear volume, we analyzed PcG protein intranuclear localization by 3D structured illumination microscopy (SIM; superresolution microscopy). We noticed that lamin A/C forms structures in the nucleoplasm that surround or are in close proximity to PcG protein foci (Fig. 4 A). In fact, nucleus sections show a precise interlock of green (Bmi1) and red (lamin A/C) signals, suggesting an interdependent distribution of the two proteins. Thus we measured the minimum distances of lamin A/C (Fig. 4 B) or lamin B (Fig. 4, C and D) signals from adjacent PcG protein foci in the 3D reconstructed nuclei, finding that although a significant proportion of lamin A/C is found proximal to PRC1 molecules (Fig. 4 B), lamin B is always located at a distance from PcG foci (Fig. 4 D). Distribution of distances measured between lamin B and lamin A/C (Fig. 4, E and F), which have been described to form separate, but interacting, stable meshwork in the lamina (Shimi et al., 2008), resembles the association we have shown here that occurs between PcG protein and lamin A/C. As a control, we analyzed RNA polymerase II (RNAPolII), which is able to form aggregates in the nucleus called transcriptional factories (Fig. 4, G and H). The broader distribution of distances between RNAPolII and lamin A/C suggests that fewer RNAPolII molecules are found in proximity to lamin A/C compared with PcG.

Lamin A/C depletion leads to PcG protein intranuclear diffusion

To investigate the mechanism by which lamin A/C regulates PcG protein nuclear distribution, we analyzed PcG protein foci organization in C2C12 MBs transfected with siRNA against lamin A/C or control (Fig. S4 A). Lower fluorescence signals of Ezh2 and Bmi1 were found in Lamin A/C–depleted confluent MBs. Because Ezh2 and Bmi1 total protein levels were unaltered upon Lamin A/C depletion (Fig. S2 F), this result suggests intranuclear diffusion of PcG proteins in the absence of lamin A/C. In particular, we noticed that misspation nuclei defective of lamin A/C (white arrows) showed minimal levels of PcG protein staining. This evidence prompted us to further investigate the role of lamin A/C in the conformation and localization of PcG protein foci (Fig. 5 A). To speed up image analysis and automatically select PcG foci, we developed specific software relying on two novel image segmentation algorithms (see Image analysis) that can capture PcG foci areas isolated from nucleus regions (Fig. 5 B). The first algorithm separates nucleus regions from background, whereas the second algorithm separates PcG bodies from nuclei. The first algorithm gave accurate results for our purpose, which was to preserve the integrity of nucleus regions. We compared the second algorithm with other well known thresholding algorithms (Sezgin and Sankur, 2004), achieving more accurate segmentation results, as shown in Fig. S4 B. We validated our software by performing PcG foci analyses on Bmi1 KD cells (Fig. S4 C), finding few PcG foci in the absence of Bmi1.

By analyzing the number and size of PcG foci, we observed that the Lamin A/C–depleted population exhibits a higher number of cells with fewer (Fig. 5 C) and smaller (Fig. 5 D) PcG foci compared with control cells. Similar results were obtained
by immunostaining C2C12 cells with antibodies against Ezh2, indicating that lamin A/C affects foci organization of PcG proteins belonging to both PRC1 and PRC2 (Fig. S4 D). Importantly, analysis of heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) foci in Lamin A/C–depleted cells did not show the same effect (Fig. S4 E), and analysis of PcG foci after Lamin B depletion did not show a decrease in number or area of PcG foci (Fig. S4 F), indicating a specific role of lamin A/C in PcG foci maintenance.

Figure 3. PcG proteins and lamin A/C interact endogenously. (A, left) Chromatin fractionation experiments of C2C12 cells transfected with indicated siRNAs and collected as MBs or MTs at MT1 or MT2. Sequential protein extractions were performed to isolate soluble proteins (S1 fraction), DNase-sensitive proteins (S2 fraction), DNase-resistant proteins (S3 fraction), and nuclear matrix–associated proteins (S4 fraction). Equal amounts of each fraction were immunoblotted and hybridized with indicated antibodies. Loading controls: α-tubulin (S1), histone H3 (S2 and S3), and lamin B (S4). (right) Quantification of indicated proteins in S4 fraction, normalized to lamin B. Data points represent the mean of at least three biological replicates. Two-tailed t test was applied for statistical analysis. SEM is indicated. Statistically relevant differences (α = 0.05): *, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001. (B) Representative confocal microscopy images of C2C12 MBs RNA immunostained using the indicated antibodies (green, Alexa Fluor 488; red, Alexa Fluor 594) and DAPI (left), with relative PLA experiments (right). Bar, 10 µm. Each fluorescent dot represents the colocalization between the indicated antibodies. Data shown are from a single representative experiment of two repeats. IF, immunofluorescence.
and ruling out the possibility that the observed changes could be caused by general defects in NL or heterochromatin compaction. To further characterize PcG foci in Lamin A/C–depleted cells, we estimated their volume by assembling the segmented image stacks and using the 3D Object Counter ImageJ plugin (Fig. 5E; Bolte and Cordelières, 2006), finding even more significant differences in class distributions. To confirm these data, we used muscle satellite cells isolated from the Lamin Δ8–11 knockout mouse (Sullivan et al., 1999; Jahn et al., 2012), showing fewer and smaller PcG foci in the mutant cells compared with satellite cells derived from their wild-type littermates (Fig. 5F).

To understand whether Lamin A/C depletion affects the correct assembly of Polycomb (PC) complexes, we used the PLA assay between two components of PRC1 (Bmi1 and Ring1b; Fig. 6A). Bmi1 depletion was also performed to validate the results. Intriguingly, we observed an increased number of “blobs” in Lamin A/C–depleted cells compared with control-transfected cells (Fig. 6B). These data indicate that Lamin A/C depletion does not alter PRC1 complex assembly, but suggests rather that upon Lamin A/C KD, PRC1 complexes are more diffused and no longer centered in single PcG foci. To further analyze the effect of Lamin A/C depletion on PcG protein nuclear distribution, we performed EM analysis with Bmi1 antibodies (Fig. 6C). In line with previous evidence (Satijn et al., 1997; Cmarko et al., 2003; Šmigová et al., 2011), although we could not visualize PcG foci by EM, we found a specific signal for Bmi1 that localizes in discrete nuclear areas. In the nucleoplasm, Bmi1 localized at the nucleoli borders, where nucleoplasmonic lamina-associated domains were also found (Kind and van Steensel, 2014), and at the euchromatin–heterochromatin junctions. Strikingly, in Lamin A/C–depleted cells, Bmi1-associated particles lose their proper localization, spreading through the whole nucleus, including nucleoli interiors, euchromatin, and heterochromatin (Fig. 6C, right panels), suggesting an aberrant broad diffusion of the Bmi1 protein. Importantly, EM images did not show decondensation of heterochromatin in Lamin A/C–depleted cells (Fig. 6C), indicating that the observed Lamin A/C KD–dependent phenotypes are not caused by broad alterations of chromatin structures from a damaged nuclear scaffold.

**Functional interaction between lamin A/C and PcG proteins is evolutionarily conserved**

To test whether the functional relationship between PcG protein and A-type lamins is conserved throughout evolution, we investigated their interplay in Drosophila melanogaster, a model system in which PcG protein functions have been extensively characterized (Delest et al., 2012). In Drosophila, there are two lamin genes: *lamin C* and *lamin Dm0*, which have been classed as A- and B-type lamins, respectively, on the basis of their expression patterns (Gruenbaum et al., 1988; Riemer and Weber, 1994). Flies lacking A-type lamin or ectopically expressing a mutated form of human lamin A show nuclear envelope defects similar to those observed in human laminopathies (Muñoz-Alarcón et al., 2007; Beard et al., 2008; Dialynas et al., 2012; Zwerger et al., 2013), suggesting an evolutionarily conserved function for A-type lamin proteins (Schulze et al., 2009). We used *Drosophila* embryonic S2 cells as a model, in which the homeotic genes of Bithorax complex (BX-C) are silenced by PcG proteins (Lanzuolo et al., 2007; Fig. S5A), and we investigated the role...
of lamin C in the regulation of PcG protein–dependent epigenetic signatures through RNAi experiments. As already found in mouse C2C12 cells, although PC and E(z) total levels were not altered (Fig. 7 A and Fig. S5 B), chromatin fractionation experiments in Lamin C–depleted cells revealed that the amount of PC and E(z) consistently decreased in matrix fraction S4 (Fig. 7 B), further indicating that the role of lamin A/C in favoring PcG protein localization at the nuclear matrix is evolutionarily conserved. Of note, none of the observed differences were influenced by the growth potential or mortality of depleted cells (Fig. S5 C).

To test if PcG protein recruitment on chromatin was influenced by Lamin C depletion, we performed ChIP analysis on the minimal promoters of Ubx and abdA genes and their regulatory Polycomb response elements (PREs), bxd and mcp, finding that PC binding was significantly reduced on PREs (Fig. 7 C). To understand whether the observed differences of PC binding were limited to minimal PcG protein binding sites or spread along the chromatin fiber, we extended the analysis to regions surrounding PREs and promoters. As shown in Fig. S5 D, we found a decrease of PC only on and around...
PREs. Analysis of BX-C homeotic genes displayed unaltered transcriptional levels after Lamin C depletion (Fig. S5 E), in line with what we observed for the mammalian homeotic gene HoxD9 (Fig. S2 B). We thus monitored the dynamics of homeotic gene reactivation after PC reduction in the absence of lamin C. We found that in Pc–lamin C double mutants, homeotic gene de-repression was consistently higher compared with single Pc depletion (Fig. 7 D and Fig. S5, F and G). Notably, bw, a heterochromatic gene not controlled by PcG proteins (Paro and Zink, 1993), was not reactivated by Lamin C reduction (Fig. 7 D).

To further characterize PcG protein intranuclear distribution in Lamin C–depleted cells, we performed PcG foci analysis on double-strand RNA (dsRNA)-transfected cells (Fig. S5 H). As observed in C2C12 cells, Lamin C–depleted S2 cells exhibited few and smaller PcG foci and 3D nuclei reconstruction further confirmed this finding (Fig. 7 E). In Drosophila, PcG proteins mediate DNA–DNA interactions among their targets, including PREs and core promoters, generating the formation of chromosome loops (Lanzuolo et al., 2007; Bantignies et al., 2011; Tolhuis et al., 2011). To investigate whether PcG protein–mediated BX-C higher-order structures were affected by Lamin C depletion, we used chromosome conformation capture (3C) analysis, monitoring PRE promoters and PRE–PRE interactions. Comparison of cross-linking frequencies in depleted versus control cells revealed that, although the...
overall BX-C structure was maintained, several PcG protein–dependent DNA–DNA interactions were reduced in the absence of lamin C (Fig. 7 F). Of note, 3C analysis in double Pc–lamin C KD cells gave rise to comparable results relative to single Lamin C KD, suggesting that lamin C–dependent impairment of BX-C higher-order structures is not exacerbated by lack of Pc (Fig. 7 F).

Discussion

PcG proteins are epigenetic factors that, by forming aggregates in the nucleus and mediating higher-order chromosome looping, ensure the correct transcriptional repression of genes involved in development and differentiation processes (Bantignies and Cavalli, 2011; Lanzuolo and Orlando, 2012). Here, we...
uncover a novel conserved functional regulator of PcG proteins: the structural component of the nucleus lamin A/C. We found that a subset of lamin A/C molecules interact with PcG proteins (Fig. 3 B), and that this is necessary for the conserved nuclear compartmentalization of PcG proteins (Figs. 3 A, 5, 6, and 7, B and E) and targets (Fig. S3 J). Mature lamin A is found not only at the nuclear periphery, but also within the nucleoplasm, where it exists as a detergent-soluble pool (Hozák et al., 1995; Kolb et al., 2011). In our study, we found PcG protein foci localized at the nuclear interior in close proximity to lamin A/C (Figs. 3 B, 4, and 5) and mostly excluded from peripheral locations where lamin B is present. This suggests that the association of PcG proteins with lamin A/C takes place in the nucleoplasm, as indicated by PLA experiments (Fig. 3 B). We then demonstrated, by 2D and 3D immunofluorescence, that alteration of lamin A/C causes PcG foci erosion (Figs. 5 and 7E and Figs. S4 D and S5 H). In line with these data, PLA and EM experiments revealed that even if PRC1 subunits are still able to interact with each other after Lamin A/C depletion, the complex they form is not aggregating anymore in bodies and is aberrantly localized on the chromatin (Fig. 6). Superresolution microscopy further suggested that the correct compartmentalization of PcG foci requires lamin A/C, showing a nonrandom distribution of the two proteins, with PcG foci embedded in the nucleoplasmic lamin A/C structures (Fig. 4). Functionally, in parallel with PcG foci erosion, we observed a reduction of PcG protein chromatin binding upon Lamin A/C depletion, in both Drosophila and mammals (Figs. 2 D and 7 C), that led to transcriptional activation of some target genes (Fig. 1 B and Fig. S2, B–D). Not all PcG protein targets were de-repressed after lamin A/C reduction; indeed, Hox transcription was unaffected by Lamin A/C depletion in both mammals and Drosophila model systems (Figs. S2 B and S5 E). Nonetheless, PcG protein targets that remain repressed after Lamin A/C depletion acquire an epigenetic state more susceptible to PcG protein fluctuations (Fig. 7 D). Accordingly, 3C experiments showed that A-type lamin depletion determines impairment of PcG-dependent genomic association at the Hox cluster (Fig. 7 F) that leads to instability of PcG protein transcriptional repression (Fig. 7 D). Interestingly, slackening of Lamin C KD–dependent BX-C higher-order structures is not exacerbated by lack of PC. Previous 3C studies on BX-C have shown that depletion of PC or single PcG protein subunits only marginally impairs BX-C 3D structure and that PcG proteins exhibit a synergistic role in the maintenance of higher-order structures (Lanzuolo et al., 2007; Lo Sardo et al., 2013). In line with the current model, our findings suggest that lamin C is important for the strength or maintenance of PcG protein–dependent higher-order chromatin structures controlling multiple PcG protein subunits (Figs. 7 F and 8).

It has been previously shown in worms that in a lamin-defective background, muscle promoters do not relocalize from the nuclear periphery to a more internal location in differentiating muscle cells (Mattout et al., 2011). Accordingly, here we report an epigenetic role for lamin A/C in the regulation of muscle differentiation, finding that Lamin A/C depletion accelerates the myogenic program (Fig. 1 A and Fig. S1, G and I). This is dependent on premature transcription of PcG protein–regulated muscle genes (Fig. 1 B and Fig. S2, C and D) because of a detachment of Ezh2 from chromatin (Fig. 2 D). Transcriptome analysis corroborated these findings, showing an extended overlap between Lamin A/C and Ezh2 KD up-regulated genes (Fig. 2 A), mostly involved in muscle differentiation (Fig. 2 B). This evidence strongly suggests that lamin A/C and Ezh2 functionally cooperate to silence common targets involved in myogenic differentiation, as also confirmed by ChIP analysis (Fig. 2 C). In line with our work, genome-wide studies indicate that depletion of Lamin A/C in adipocytes results in an increased proportion of genes enriched in H3K4me3, independently of their association with Lamin A/C. Those authors suggested that lamin A/C may compete with the Trithorax group proteins (Lund et al., 2013; Collas et al., 2014), the physiological antagonists of PcG proteins, responsible for H3K4me3 deposition (Scheuttengruber et al., 2011). Our findings support this hypothesis, suggesting that in the absence of lamin A/C, the activity of Trithorax group proteins may be favored by the destabilization of PcG protein structures.

Prior experiments, performed in either satellite cells from Lamin A/C–null mice or Lamin A/C–depleted MBs, described a defect in muscle differentiation and proposed lamin A/C as a positive regulator of myogenesis (Frock et al., 2006; Solovei et al., 2013). In other conditions, however, satellite cells from Lamin A/C–null mice showed a normal ability to differentiate and form MBs, suggesting rather a defect in cell proliferation (Melcon et al., 2006; Cohen et al., 2013). The discrepancy among observed Lamin A/C mutant phenotypes could be ascribed to the different time windows investigated by different authors and by distinct methodology to interfere with Lamin A/C functions. Here we show that reduced levels of lamin A/C lead to an anticipated onset of muscle differentiation (Fig. 1 A), accompanied by the appearance of a subpopulation of cells that fail to enter the myogenic program (Fig. S1, E, G, and I). In the mouse model, coexistence of the two populations could lead to a general impairment of muscle differentiation at later stages.

Altogether, our findings unveil a novel role of lamin A/C in mediating PcG protein functions at various levels, by regulating PcG protein subnuclear localization and assisting PcG protein chromatin engagement and formation of higher-order structures, ultimately enforcing PcG protein–mediated transcriptional repression (Fig. 8).
Materials and methods

Cell cultures
C2C12 mouse myoblasts cells (ATCC) were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS (Euroclone). Differentiation was induced when cells reached ~80% confluence using DMEM containing 2% horse serum (Euroclone). Muscle satellite cells were isolated from 2-mo-old wild-type C57BL/6J or 3-wk-old Lamin Δ8–11 homozygous mice. Single muscle fibers from adult mice were isolated by standard procedures (Rosenblatt et al., 1995). In brief, hindlimb muscles were digested with collagenase, and single myofibers were cultured in growth medium 1 (DMEM supplemented with 10% horse serum [Gibco], 0.5% chick embryo extract [MP Biomedicals], and penicillin-streptomycin [Gibco]) and plated on matrigel-coated dishes (1 mg/ml ECM gel; Sigma-Aldrich) for satellite cell culture. Three days later, the fibers were removed and the medium was replaced with proliferation medium (growth medium 2: 20% FBS, 10% horse serum, and 1% chick embryo extract in DMEM). After 3 d, the medium was replaced with differentiation medium (2% horse serum and 0.5% chick embryo extract in DMEM) for 6 d.

Human primary myoblasts from healthy donors were obtained from M. Mora, Telethon BioBank, C. Besta Institute, Milan, Italy. Muscle cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with proliferation medium (20% FBS, 10 mg/ml human recombinant insulin [Sigma-Aldrich], 25 ng/ml bFGF [Tebu-Bio], and 10 ng/ml EGF [Tebu-Bio]) and induced to differentiate in DMEM supplemented with 2% horse serum (differentiation medium). Drosophila embryonic S2 cells were grown at 25°C in serum-free insect culture medium (HyQ SFX; Hyclone) supplemented with penicillin/streptomycin.

Strains
The generation of Lmna−/− mice has been described (Sullivan et al., 1999). In brief, to produce the targeting vector, an Nsil–BamHI fragment was deleted, removing exon 8 to part of 11, and replaced with a neomycin resistance cassette. Further studies revealed that the truncated Lmna mutant lamin A Δ8–11 persists in the Lmna−/− mouse line, which has previously been considered as completely deficient for A-type lamins (Jahn et al., 2012). Thus the Lamin Δ8–11 knockout mouse used in this study presents a deletion of the last exons of the gene, leading to the production of a truncated form of lamin A, deleted from the C-terminal domain.

Antibodies
Antibodies used in this study are listed in Table S4.

RNA interference and plasmid transfections
C2C12 cells were plated at 60,000/ml and transfected with DharmaFECT (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A mix of two siRNAs was used for each gene at a final concentration of 10 nM. 24 h after transfection, cells were diluted to 60,000/ml and transfected again under the same conditions. At confluence, cells were transfected again. 24 h after the final transfection, cells were collected as confluent MBs. Myc-tagged human Ezh2, cloned into the pBabe retroviral vector (Addgene), or control empty vector was obtained from G. Caretti (University of Milan, Milan, Italy). Phoenix-Eco cells were obtained from ATCC and cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS (growth medium). Transient transfection of Phoenix-Eco cells was performed using lipofectamine reagent (Invitrogen). Supernatants containing viral particles were collected after 48 h. For transduction, cells were isolated by trypsin digestion, washed in PBS, and plated at 50,000/ml in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS (growth medium). Supernatants containing viral particles were collected after 48 h. 24 h after transfection, cells were transfected again. 24 h after the final transfection, cells were collected.

Muscle cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with proliferation medium (2% horse serum and 0.5% chick embryo extract in DMEM) for 6 d. After 3 d, the medium was replaced with differentiation medium (2% horse serum and 0.5% chick embryo extract in DMEM) for 6 d.

Human MBs. Cells were plated at 60,000/ml and transfected with DharmaFECT according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A mix of two siRNAs was used at a final concentration of 10 nM. At confluency, cells were transfected again. 24 h after the final transfection, cells were collected as confluent MBs and induced to differentiate and collected at the indicated time points as MTs. The following sequences were purchased from Invitrogen: siRNA hLamA/C no. 1 (s8221; sense: 5′-CCAAAAAGCGCAACUGGATT-3′, antisense: 5′-UCCAGUU GGGUUUUUGGTT-3′) and siRNA hLamA/C no. 2 (s8222; sense: 5′-GAGGAGGGGUGACCGUAA-3′, antisense: 5′-UAAGCGGU CACCUCUCUUCT-3′), as well as negative control siRNA (Stealth RNAi, 12935112, not targeting mouse or human genome).

Drosophila S2 cells. Exonic fragments of 600, 1400, 810, or 356 bp from Gfp, Pcs, E(z), or Lamin C genes, respectively, were amplified by PCR, creating T7 polymerase binding sites for the transcription of both strands. RNAi was performed as described previously (Breiling et al., 2001). In brief, cells were diluted at 10/ml and transfected with Fu gene 6 (Promega) and 2 µg dsRNA. Three rounds of transfection were performed. Primer sequences were as follows: Gfp 5′-ACCGTGAA GCCCACAAGTGTC-3′, 5′-TGGTCAAGTTAGGTTTCTG-3′; Pcs 5′-ATTTGGCAATTAAGCACCGGGA-3′, 5′-ATACCTGTAGGTC CGGCTC-3′; E(z) 5′-TCGAAAGCATTGAAATAGACG-3′, 5′-ATCCGCATCTCAGTCCTC-3′; and Lamin C 5′-TTTGAGGA TCAGGCAAAAGG-3′, 5′-GCCCTGAGTTCTGAGATCTC-3′.

Real-time PCR analysis
Total RNA was extracted from cells using TriReagent (Sigma-Aldrich) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 1 µg RNA from each sample was subjected to cDNA synthesis using a QuantiTect reverse transcriptase.
Chromatin fractionation
High-salt chromatin fractionation was performed essentially as described (He et al., 1990), with minor adaptation. 35 million S2 cells or 8 million C2C12 cells were washed in PBS 1× and extracted in cytoskeleton (CSK) buffer (10 mM Pipes, pH 6.8, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EGTA, 300 mM sucrose, 3 mM MgCl₂, 1× protease inhibitors [Roche Diagnostics], and 1 mM PMSF) supplemented with 1 mM DTT and 0.5% Triton X-100. After 5 min at 4°C, the cytoskeletal frameworks were removed using soluble proteins by centrifugation at 3,000 rpm for 3 min, and the supernatant was designated the S1 fraction. The pellets were washed with an additional volume of extraction CSK buffer. Chromatin was solubilized by DNA digestion with 25 U RNase-free DNase (Invitrogen) in CSK buffer for 30 min at 37°C. Ammonium sulfate was added in CSK buffer to a final concentration of 250 mM. After 5 min at 4°C, samples were pelleted again at 5,000 rpm for 3 min at 4°C, and the supernatant was designated the S2 fraction. After a wash in CSK buffer, the pellet was further extracted with 2 M NaCl in CSK buffer for 5 min at 4°C and centrifuged at 5,000 rpm for 3 min at 4°C; the supernatant was designated the S3 fraction. This treatment removed all the DNA and histones from the nucleus, as shown by SDS-PAGE. After two washes in NaCl 2 M CSK, the pellets were solubilized in 8 M urea buffer and were considered the nuclear matrix–containing fraction (S4). Supernatants from each extraction step were quantified and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting. For DNA analysis, each fraction was diluted in Tris-EDTA 1× (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, and 1 mM EDTA), treated with 10 mg/ml RNase for 90 min at 37°C, digested with 20 mg/ml protease K for 150 min at 55°C, extracted by standard phenol/chloroform extraction, precipitated, and resuspended in 100 μl of water. DNA was quantified with a Qubit Fluorometer (Life Technologies), and qPCR reactions were performed in triplicate on equal amounts of DNA from distinct fractions using QuantiTect SYBR Green master mix on a Rotor gene 6000. Cycle threshold (Ct) values were calculated by appropriate software. Fraction-specific relative enrichment was calculated as a percentage with respect to S1 + S2 + S3.

Protein extraction and Western blot analyses
Total proteins were prepared by resuspending 2 × 10⁶ S2 cells or 500,000 C2C12 cells in extraction buffer (50 mM Tris HCl, pH 7.6, 0.15 M NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 1× protease Inhibitors, and 1% Triton X-100). Three pulses of 10-s sonication at 30% amplitude were performed to allow dissociation of protein from chromatin and solubilization. Extracts were analyzed by SDS-PAGE using a 12% gel for histones and an 8–10% gel (37:5:1 acryl/bis acrylamide) for the remaining proteins.

collP
collP on nuclear extracts was performed using standard procedures. In brief, nuclear extracts were prepared after cytosolic extraction with cytosolic lysis buffer (10 mM Hepes, pH 7.5, 1.5 mM MgCl₂, 10 mM KCl, 10% glycerol, 0.2% NP-40, 1 mM DTT, and protease inhibitors) for 10 min on ice and a 3/8-in syringe with a 25G needle. Nuclei pellets were then lysed in nuclei lysis buffer (10 mM Hepes, pH 7.5, 1.5 mM MgCl₂, 300 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.2% NP-40, 1 mM DTT, and protease inhibitors) for 30 min at 4°C. 0.5 to 1 mg of nuclear extract was immunoprecipitated overnight at 4°C with 5 μg corresponding antibodies at a final concentration of 150 μM KCl in nuclei lysis buffer. Immunoprecipitates were incubated with magnetic Protein G beads (10004D; Dynabeads; Invitrogen) for 2 h at 4°C. Beads were extensively washed with wash buffer (10 mM Hepes, pH 7.5, 1.5 mM MgCl₂, 150 mM KCl, 0.2% NP-40, and 10% glycerol) and eluted in Tris-EDTA 1×. Finally, beads were resuspended in Laemmli buffer and boiled at 95°C for 5 min, and the supernatant was analyzed by Western blot.
Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)

C2C12 cells. MBs or MTs at 4 d after differentiation induction (MT4) were cross-linked with HCHO 1% for 12 min, lysated, and chromatin sheared using a Branson Digital Sonifier 250. Chromatin IP was performed overnight on the wheel at 4°C with 5 µg Ezh2 antibody or 7 µg lamin A/C antibody. The next day, antibodies and chromatin immunocomplexes were loaded onto protein G beads. For Ezh2 IP, the bound complexes were washed twice in low-salt solution (0.1% SDS, 2 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 20 mM Tris, pH 8, and 500 mM NaCl), then split into aliquots and processed immediately for RT-PCR analysis. Primer sequences were as follows:

Microscope image acquisition

For immunofluorescence assay of Drosophila S2 cells, coverslips were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and 1x PBS for 10 min at RT. Cells were washed three times with PBT (PBS 1x and 0.1% Tween 20) and incubated for 1 h at RT with RNaseA (100 µg/ml in PBT) and for 10 min at RT with PBS and 0.5% Triton X-100. After being washed again in PBS, the cells were blocked in PBS/1% BSA. All antibody hybridizations were performed in a humid atmosphere at 37°C. Anti-PC antibodies were diluted 1:200 and incubated for 12–16 h at 4°C. After three washes in PBT, cells were stained with appropriate secondary antibodies, diluted 1:1,000 for 1 h at 37°C, and washed in PBT. DNA was counterstained with DAPI, and glasses were mounted in Vectashield Antifade (Vector Laboratories) or ProLong Gold Antifade Reagent (Invitrogen).

For C2C12 cells, satellite cells, and human MBs, coverslips were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 10 min. Cells were permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS, and aspecific signals were blocked with 1% BSA in PBS for 30 min at RT. Reaction with primary antibodies Ezh2 and Bmi1, diluted 1:100, was performed for 12–16 h at 4°C. Incubation with MyH diluted 1:200, lamin B diluted 1:200, or lamin A/C diluted 1:200 was performed at RT for 2 h. Primary antibodies were diluted in a PBS solution containing 1% BSA. Cells were stained with appropriate secondary antibodies, diluted 1:200, for 1 h at RT and washed in PBS. DNA was counterstained with DAPI, and glasses were mounted in Vectashield Antifade or ProLong Gold Antifade Reagent. For BrdU labeling, cells were grown in the presence of 50 µM BrdU for 4 h (C2C12 cells), 8 h (satellite cells), or 48 h (human MBs). After treatment with Triton X-100, cells were incubated for 2 min at RT in 0.07N NaOH, briefly rinsed twice in PBS, and blocked in PBS/1% BSA. Reaction with BrdU antibodies, diluted 1:10, was performed at RT for 1 h in a PBS solution containing BSA 1%.

For PLA experiments, coverslips were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 10 min. Cells were permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS and blocked with 1% BSA in PBS for 1 h at RT. Detection of protein interactions was performed using the Duolink system (Sigma-Aldrich) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Secondary antibodies. Alexa Fluor 594 donkey anti–mouse IgG (715-585-150), Alexa Fluor 488 donkey anti–rabbit IgG (711-545-152), Alexa Fluor 594 donkey anti–rabbit IgG (711-585-152), Alexa Fluor 488 donkey anti–mouse IgG (715-545-150), Alexa Fluor 594 donkey anti–goat IgG (705-585-003), and Alexa Fluor 488 donkey anti–goat IgG (705-545-003) were from Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories.

Immunoelectron microscopy. Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer for 1 h, and then in 1% glutaraldehyde and 0.1 M cacodylate buffer for 1 h at 4°C. Samples were dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol, washed in propylene oxide, and infiltrated with a mixture of propylene oxide and Epon 812. Embedding was performed in a Leica EM UC6 ultramicrotome, and 70-nm-thick sections were cut with a diamond knife. Sections were then collected on 300-mesh grids and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate.
were dehydrated in an ethanol series and embedded in EPON resin. Thin sections were collected on nickel grids, preincubated with 5% normal goat serum, incubated with anti-Bmi-1 antibody (05-637; Millipore) diluted 1:10 in TBS overnight at 4°C, and incubated with goat anti-mouse antibody conjugated with 10 nm colloidal gold, diluted 1:10 in TBS, for 1 h at RT; some grids underwent colloidal gold amplification with a Silver Enhancer kit. The controls consisted of samples not incubated with the primary antibody. Grids containing ultrathin sections were stained with uranyl-acetate and lead citrate and observed with a Jeol Jem-1011 transmission electron microscope at 100 kV. The experiment was repeated twice with similar results.

**3D-SIM acquisition and quantification.** Fixed samples were prepared by treatment with 4% platelet-activating factor for 10 min at RT, followed by permeabilization (10 min in PBS and 0.5% Triton X-100) and primary antibody staining for 2 h at RT in PBS and 1% BSA. After several washes in PBT, samples were hybridized with the Alexa Fluor 488– and 568–conjugated secondary antibodies for 1 h at RT. Superresolution imaging on prepared samples was performed with an N-SIM microscope system (Nikon) equipped with a CFI Apo TIRF 100×1.49 N.A. oil immersion objective and a 987EMCCD Andor camera. 3D-SIM image stacks were acquired with a z-distance of 0.24 mm, covering a range of 5.76 mm (25 stacks/nucleus) using laser power setting 25% and 100-ms exposure time. With this setting, 15 raw images per plane were acquired and computationally reconstructed using the reconstruction slice system from NIS-Elements AR software (version 4.20; Nikon). Minimal distance measurements were performed using Velocity (Perkin Elmer) with the find optic function, which allowed us to identify the brightest spots within a 0.05-mm radius in each channel. After the measurement of minimal distance, the results were analyzed by plotting their distribution.

**Image analysis**

Fluorescent images were taken of fixed samples at RT with a Nikon Eclipse 90i microscope (100× objective) that was equipped with a digital camera (Nikon Coolpix 990) and NIS Element software or with a confocal Leica SP5 (63× objective) supported by LAS-AF software. Fluorochromes are indicated in the figure legends. Magnification of the objective is 63×. Fluorescence quantification was done by determining the intranuclear mean fluorescence intensity using Cell Profiler 2.0 (Carpenter et al., 2006) that computes area, form factor (Russ, 2011), integrated intensity, and mean intensity. PLA blob quantification was performed using Cell Profiler 2.0. Nuclei were detected using the Otsu method with a global two-class threshold strategy, and foci were detected using the Otsu method with a global two-class threshold strategy, and foci were detected using the Otsu method (Otsu, 1979). PcG foci quantification was performed with an automated pipeline that executes the following steps: loads images with DAPI- or lamin B–stained nuclei and PcG protein immunofluorescence, converts images to grayscale, performs segmentation with the IdentifyPrimaryObject algorithm using a two-class Otsu global threshold method (Otsu, 1979), locates nuclei regions on DAPI or lamin B images, discards partial nuclei at the image borders, and measures PcG protein–stained image intensity, size, and shape of nuclei. Confocal image size is 1,024 × 1,024 pixels, and the number of stack planes on the z-axis varies between 24 and 36.

The software proposed for the segmentation of fluorescence images, written in C, relies on two novel algorithms and works on two image stacks that include the staining for lamin B or DAPI and Bmi1, Ezh2, or PC. The first algorithm, modified Chan-Vese (MCV), provides image contours as curves that match the object’s edges, producing a two-phase partition of images: nuclei regions and background. We adopted a modified version of the local Chan-Vese Active Contour model proposed in Wang et al. (2010), described by the following functional: $E_{MCV}(c_1, c_2, d_1, d_2, C) = \mu \text{Length}(C) + \alpha \left[ \int_{c_1} \left| \mathbf{I} - c_1 \right|^{2} \, d\mathbf{x} + \int_{c_2} \left| \mathbf{I} - c_2 \right|^{2} \, d\mathbf{x} \right] + \beta \left[ \int_{\Omega_{c_1}} \left| \mathbf{I} - d_1 \right|^{2} \, d\mathbf{x} + \int_{\Omega_{c_2}} \left| \mathbf{I} - d_2 \right|^{2} \, d\mathbf{x} \right]$.

The functional controls the evolution of the curve $C$ by means of three terms weighted by positive parameters $\mu$, $\alpha$, and $\beta$, respectively. The first term is the regularization term measuring the perimeter of $C$ (internal forces). The second two terms represent the edge-detector (external forces) that attracts the curve toward the nuclei boundaries. The second term is the sum of the intensity variances of the regions of $I$ inside and outside $C$, respectively, where $I$ is the lamin B or DAPI image and $c_1$ and $c_2$ are the mean intensity values of regions of $I$ inside and outside $C$, respectively. The third term, different from the one used in Wang et al. (2010), enforces the contrast between the nuclei regions and image background by incorporating statistical information on both lamin B or DAPI and Bmi1, Ezh2, or PC images. In fact, $I^*$, from which we subtract the original lamin B or DAPI image, is obtained as the sum of $g_I(I)$ and $g_E(F)$, where $g_I$ is the averaging convolution operator with $kxk$ window, and $P^n$ is the Bmi1, Ezh2, or PC fluorescence image. This term represents the sum of the intensity variances of the regions of the composite image $I^* - I$ inside and outside $C$, respectively, where $d_1$ and $d_2$ are the mean intensity values of $I^* - I$ inside and outside $C$, respectively. The edge-detector acts by adaptively balancing the intensity variances of the nuclei regions and image background. The evolution of $C$ stops when an optimal partition of the image into two regions is achieved. Mathematically, this is equivalent to finding the minimum of the functional $E_{MCV}(c_1, c_2, d_1, d_2, C)$. The minimization problem is usually solved by means of level set methods, where the curve $C$ is represented by the zero level set of a Lipschitz function defined on the domain $\Omega$, with values in the set of real numbers such that $C = \{(x,y) \in \Omega \mid \phi(x,y) = 0\}$, inside $C = \{(x,y) \in \Omega \mid \phi(x,y) < 0\}$, and outside $C = \{(x,y) \in \Omega \mid \phi(x,y) > 0\}$. The expression of the functional $E_{MCV}$ in terms of function $\phi$ is analogous to the one of the functional $E^{MCV}$ described in Wang et al. (2010), where $\text{Length}(C) = \int_{\Omega} \delta_\phi \phi(x,y) \sqrt{\phi(x,y)} \, d\mathbf{x}$. The $\delta_\phi$ is a smoothed version of the one-dimensional Dirac function. The functional $E^{MCV}$ is minimized by computing the Euler–Lagrange equation and then solving the resulting partial differential equation (PDE) by the gradient flux method. Unlike in Wang et al. (2010) where an explicit scheme is used, we used a time-dependent semi-implicit scheme to discretize Euler–Lagrange equations. Although the use of an implicit time discretization scheme requires greater computational effort than an explicit one, it is compensated for by the unconditional stability of the numerical algorithm. Furthermore, usually segmentation of high-dimensional images (such as fluorescence images) requires many iterations to converge to a numerical solution. By adopting an implicit scheme, we can reduce the number of iterations, allowing the choice of larger time steps. To recall the usual notations for the finite difference methods: let $h$ be the space step, $dt$ be the time step, and $(x_i, y_j) = (ih, jdt)$ be the grid points for $1 \leq i, j \leq M$. Let $\phi^t = \phi(t, x, y)$ be an approximation of $\phi(t, x, y)$ with $n \geq 0$, $\phi^0 = \phi_0$, and we have the following time-dependent PDE:

\[
\frac{\phi^{n+1} - \phi^n}{dt} = \delta_\phi \left( \phi^t \right) \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\frac{\phi_{n+1} - \phi_{n-1}}{2h}^2 + \frac{\phi_{n} - \phi_{n+1} - \phi_{n-1}}{h}^2 \frac{\lambda_1}{2} \int_{\Omega_\phi} \left| \mathbf{I} - c_1 \right|^2 \, d\mathbf{x} + \frac{\lambda_2}{2} \int_{\Omega_{\phi^c}} \left| \mathbf{I} - c_2 \right|^2 \, d\mathbf{x} \right) \\
-\lambda_1 \int_{\Omega_\phi} \left| \mathbf{I} - c_1 \right|^2 + \lambda_2 \int_{\Omega_{\phi^c}} \left| \mathbf{I} - c_2 \right|^2 \\
\end{array} \right\}
\]
where $\Delta^2 \psi_{ij} = \pm (\psi_{(i+1,j)} - \psi_{ij})$, $\Delta_{y} \psi_{ij} = \pm (\psi_{ij} - \psi_{i,(j+1)})$, and $\Delta_{x} \psi_{ij} = \pm (\psi_{(i+1,j)} - \psi_{i,(j+1)})$.

Finally, we solved the time-dependent PDE with respect to $\phi_{n+1}$ as follows:

$$
\phi_{n+1}^j = \left( h + \frac{dt}{\mu} \right) \frac{\rho}{\theta} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\theta} \right) \left( C_1 + C_2 + C_3 \right) \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\theta} \right) \left( C_1 \phi_{n+1}^j + C_2 \phi_{n+1}^j + C_3 \phi_{n+1}^j + C_4 \phi_{n+1}^j \right) - \frac{\rho}{\theta} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\theta} \right) \left( C_1 \phi_{n+1}^j + C_2 \phi_{n+1}^j + C_3 \phi_{n+1}^j + C_4 \phi_{n+1}^j \right) \right)
$$

where

$$
C_1 = \frac{\rho}{\theta} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\theta} \right) \left( C_1 + C_2 + C_3 \right) \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\theta} \right) \left( C_1 \phi_{n+1}^j + C_2 \phi_{n+1}^j + C_3 \phi_{n+1}^j + C_4 \phi_{n+1}^j \right) - \frac{\rho}{\theta} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\theta} \right) \left( C_1 \phi_{n+1}^j + C_2 \phi_{n+1}^j + C_3 \phi_{n+1}^j + C_4 \phi_{n+1}^j \right)
$$

Principal MCV algorithm steps are MCV(in: $I_n$, $P$; out: $\phi^m$) {n = 0 initialize $\phi^0$ by $\phi_0$, compute $P = g_i(I) + g_j(P^k)$, $k = 1$ for $n = 1, 2, ..., K$, compute $c_j[\phi^{m-1}(I)]$, $c_j[\phi^{m-1}(P^k)]$, $d_j[\phi^{m-1}(I^m - P^k)$, and $d_j[\phi^{m-1}(P^k - I^m)]$, compute $\phi^m$ from Eq. 1, if $\text{Length}(C^m) - \text{Length}(C^{m-1}) < T_e$, then, if $k = T_e$, stop, evolution curve, end, if $k = k + 1$, else, $k = 1$, end, endfor} where the termination criterion is the one presented in (Wang et al., 2010) and $K^* \leq K$ is the last iteration step.

Because PcG protein foci correspond to image regions with highest intensity values, we used a thresholding approach to separate them from nucleus regions. The second algorithm, modified isodata (MID), modifies the ISODATA method (Ball and Hall, 1965) by using relevant values computed by the MCV algorithm to extract PcG foci from the nuclei regions. ISODATA is an unsupervised classification algorithm that splits and merges homogenous image regions into two subregions, based on a threshold. Usually ISODATA assigns the mean intensity value of the entire image as the initial value of the threshold, but it was misleading for our purpose of detecting PcG protein bodies that correspond to image regions within nucleus regions with highest intensity values; the mean intensity value of nucleus regions seemed like a more reliable choice for the initial threshold. Therefore, we set the initial threshold value as the mean intensity value of the nucleus regions, computed by the MCV algorithm. To enhance high-intensity areas, the MID algorithm initializes the first nonhomogeneous regions to be split as the nucleus regions of the images obtained by subtracting from the original Bmi1, Ezh2, or PC images the corresponding smoothed images. The MID algorithm can be summarized as follows: MID(in: $c_j[\phi^{m}(P^k)]$, $P$; out: $t$) {initialize $t = c_j[\phi^{m}(P^k)]$, compute $t = t^2 - g_i(I^m)$, repeat, split $I$ into $R_t$ and $R_m$ regions by means of $t$, compute $m_1 = \text{mean of } R_t$, intensity values, compute $m_2 = \text{mean of } R_m$ intensity values, $t = \text{average}(m_1, m_2)$, until the difference in $t$ in successive iterations is smaller than a predefined tolerance}.

Given the image stacks $I_j$ and $I^m_j$ for $1 \leq j \leq N$, the combined MCV-MID algorithm steps are $\phi_0 = \text{MCV}(I_j, I^m_j)$, detect nuclei regions and background for the entire stack images by using $\phi_0$, compute $c_i[\phi(I_j^m)]$, $t_j = \text{MID}(c_i[\phi(I_j^m)], I^0_j)$, for $j = 1, 2, ..., N$, compute $c_i[\phi(I_j^m)]$, $t_j = \text{MID}(c_i[\phi(I_j^m)], I^0_j)$, detect PcG foci for stack section $j$ by using max($t_j$, $t_j$), endfor, where $j$ is the middle section of the stack if not defined by the user.

Segmented image stacks produced by the software are “trinary” images: regions are segmented as background, nuclei, and PcG foci. Images were segmented by applying a fixed threshold computed by averaging threshold values performed by the MCV-MID algorithm on control images. In this way, we used a detection method that is homogenous within populations, ensuring consistent results within the same biological replicate. The segmented stack is then used as input of the 3D Object Counter ImageJ plugin that performs the 3D reconstruction of the PcG foci, estimating their volume.

3C

The 3C assay was performed as previously described (Lanzuolo et al., 2007). In brief, 107 cells were cross-linked in 45 ml serum-free medium with 1% formaldehyde for 15 min at RT. The reaction was quenched by the addition of glycine to a final concentration of 0.125 M. Cells were centrifuged at 2,000 rpm, resuspended in 1 ml of 4°C cold cell lysis buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 10 mM NaCl, 0.2% NP-40, and protease inhibitors), and incubated on ice for 1 h. Samples were kept on ice from this point onward. Cell lysis was completed with a syringe. Nuclei were washed with 0.5 ml restriction enzyme buffer, divided into aliquots (5 million/pellet), pelleted, and stored at −80°C. Nuclei were thawed and resuspended in 362 µl restriction enzyme buffer. SDS was added to a final concentration of 0.1%, and nuclei were incubated at 37°C for 15 min. Triton X-100 was added to a final concentration of 1% to sequester SDS. Digestion was performed with 400 U HindIII restriction enzyme at 37°C for 1.5 h. The restriction enzyme was inactivated by the addition of SDS to 2% and incubation at 65°C for 30 min. The reaction was diluted into 8 ml ligation reaction buffer (1% Triton X-100, 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM DTT, 0.1 mg ml−1 BSA, 1 mM ATP, and 4000 U T4 DNA Ligase [New England Biolabs]). Ligation was performed at 16°C for 2 h. EDTA to a concentration of 10 mM was added to stop the reactions. Samples were treated with 500 µg proteinase K and incubated for 5 h at 50°C, and then overnight at 65°C to reverse the formaldehyde cross-links. The next day, DNA was purified by phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation. Samples were redissolved in deionized water and quantified by RT-PCR. Primer sequences were as follows: int2-up 5′-TTTATCCAGGGAGCGGATC-3′; int2-low 5′-TCTGTTGGATTTTGGGATC-3′; AbdBp-up 5′-ATAGATGGTGGTACGAGG-3′; Fa7b-up 5′-CTCCTTCTCTCAGGGCTCT-3′; mc22b-up 5′-ATAGAATGAACATCCAGGC-3′; mc22p-up 5′-GCGCCTGTGGAAGGACCC-3′; abdBp-Up 5′-ATGCGCCCAAATGCTCCTGC-3′; bx-up 5′-CTTCATCAAGTTGTGCTAGTG-3′; and bx-up 5′-AGTGATAATTGTTGGCGGGAG-3′.

Online supplemental material

Fig. S1 shows two distinct cell phenotypes caused by Lamin A/C depletion. Fig. S2 shows the deregulation of PcG-regulated muscle genes after Lamin A/C depletion. Fig. S3 shows the muscle targets up-regulated after Ezh2 and/or Lamin A/C depletion and the aberrant compartmentalization of PcG proteins and PcG protein targets after Lamin A/C depletion. Fig. S4 shows PcG protein–altered intranuclear localization after Lamin A/C depletion. Fig. S5 shows PcG protein aberrant localization and function after Lamin C depletion in Drosophila. Table S1 provides a list of antibodies used in this study. Table S2 provides a list of genes up-regulated in Lamin A/C KD. Table S3 provides a list of genes commonly up-regulated in Ezh2 KD and Lamin A/C KD. Table S4 provides a list of genes up-regulated in...
Lamin A/C KD and not in E2F2 KD. Online supplemental material is available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201504035/DC1. Additional data are available in the JCB DataViewer at http://dx.doi.org/10.1083/jcb.201504035.dv.
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